Summer Employment Opportunity
NDSU Potato Research

Assist technicians in field plot research. Excellent opportunity to gain experience in plant diseases and agricultural research.

Duties include:
- Planting plots
- Data recording
- Plant sampling
- Soil sampling
- Assist in fungicide applications
- Harvesting plots
- Greenhouse and lab duties
- Fargo based with travel to western Mn/eastern ND

Duration:
Immediate employment through end of season, flexible hours for spring and fall semester

Requirements:
- Valid driver’s license
- Ability to lift 100 lbs.
- Ability to work outdoors
- Mechanical skills helpful

Salary:
- Negotiable, depending upon agricultural experience
- Ample opportunity for overtime
- Travel expenses paid

Contact:
Dean Peterson
Dept. of Plant Pathology
701-730-3841
dean.peterson@ndsu.edu